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Abstract: Tropical cyclones and meiyu-baiu fronts, as the two main synoptic systems over East
Asia, bring heavy rain during summers, but their long-term and vertical raindrop size distribution
(RSD) features over the midlatitude Japan Islands are limited. Radar-based quantitative precipitation
estimation (QPE) techniques require RSD observations. In this study, five-year observations from
Tokyo with a ground-based impact Joss-Waldvogel disdrometer (JWD) and a vertically pointing
micro rain radar (MRR) with a vertical range of 0.2–6.0 km were used to study the vertical structures
of RSD and QPE parameters. The results showed that the convective rain associated with tropical
cyclones had a maritime nature, while the rain associated with the meiyu-baiu front had a continental
nature. The rain associated with tropical cyclones had a relatively higher concentration of raindrops
and a larger average raindrop diameter than the rain associated with the meiyu-baiu front. The Z–R
(radar reflectivity-rain rate) relationships (Z = ARb) based on the JWD data for tropical cyclones,
the meiyu-baiu front and total summer rainfall in Tokyo were Z = 189 R1.38, Z = 214 R1.35 and
Z = 212 R1.33, respectively. When the Z–R relationships obtained in this study were used to replace
the operational relationship of Z = 300 R1.4, the standard deviation of the rain rate was reduced from
5.50 mm/h (2.34 mm/h) to 2.34 mm/h (1.32 mm/h) for typhoon (meiyu-baiu front) rainfall, although
the change for total summer rainfall was small. In addition, with increasing height below 4 km,
the value of A and b decreased.
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1. Introduction

The summer climate of East Asia is strongly influenced by monsoons and tropical cyclones, which
produce the major rainy season in the densely populated regions in southeast China and Japan. In the
early summer, a quasistationary subtropical front, called the meiyu-baiu front [1–3], brings continuous
rainfall due to the northward movement of the East Asian summer monsoon, while in the late summer,
tropical cyclones, known as typhoons, which are associated with heavy rainfall, reach the midlatitude
area of East Asia. Therefore, rainfall characteristic studies of these two synoptic systems are desirable.

Raindrop size distributions (RSDs) are one of the important characteristics of rainfall microphysical
processes. Previous studies revealed that the tropical cyclone RSDs varied significantly across different
climate regions [4–10]. Most studies focused on typhoons making landfall on the East Asia continent,
such as southeast China [7,9,10], which is strongly influenced by a continental climate, and Wen et al. [9]
found that typhoon raindrops in continental China are smaller and have higher concentrations than
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those in the Pacific and Atlantic. However, few studies have been conducted on the impacts of typhoons
in the midlatitude area around the Japan Islands, which is greatly influenced by the ocean climate.

Furthermore, for the meiyu-baiu front, which is another summer rainfall synoptic system in East
Asia, the RSD differences also varied between China and southern Japan [11–16]. This variation may be
caused by the different frontal thermal structures of these systems, with weaker low-level temperature
gradients in China than in Japan [17], and by different moisture, aerosol concentrations, storm heights
and convective available potential energies [18,19]. However, previously published RSD studies of
the meiyu-baiu front have mainly focused on western and central sides [11–16], while studies on the
eastern side, located in Japan, remain limited.

The RSD varies not only among climate regions and rainfall types but also with height. Most studies
have only observed RSD variability using ground measurements [4,19] or only measured the vertical
profile of RSDs using vertically pointing Doppler radar with remote sensing methods [20–22]. Much of
the RSD equipment assumes that there is zero vertical wind. Because the vertical wind is weaker
at ground level than at low-level heights, ground RSD measurements are more accurate than RSD
profiles measured by radar. More reliable and comprehensive RSD information and evolution can be
obtained through observational study, including both direct ground measurements and profiles of
radar measurements [23]. The vertically resolved rain parameters from the ground to a low-level height
under low-intensity precipitation can be retrieved by a vertically pointing lidar system, a ground-based
disdrometer and an analytical model [24,25]. However, comprehensive observational RSD studies
under the high-intensity precipitation associated with typhoons and the meiyu-baiu front in East Asia
remain limited.

Located in the middle of Japan, Tokyo is one of the largest megacities in the world. Better
quantitative precipitation estimation (QPE) for coastal megacities, especially for the two main synoptic
systems (typhoons and the meiyu-baiu front) that produce heavy rainfall, is crucial for disaster
mitigation and socioeconomic development. Key factors that may help improve QPE include a better
understanding of the comprehensive RSD characteristics [5,9]. The microphysics and impacts of
typhoon and meiyu-baiu front QPEs in Tokyo have not been compared. In addition, Tokyo is located
in the midlatitude area of the Japan Islands, which are impacted by the eastern side of the meiyu-baiu
front, but limited studies on the Tokyo region have been reported to our knowledge. Observations
of the RSD in Tokyo can improve our understanding of the entire RSD distribution of typhoons and
the meiyu-baiu front over East Asia. A useful dataset for this study was provided by a five-year
(2005–2009) observation using an impact-type Joss-Waldvogel disdrometer (JWD) and a vertically
pointing micro rain radar (MRR) in Tokyo.

This paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, the data and instrumentation are introduced and
the rainfall types are classified. In Section 3, the characteristics of ground-based and vertical RSDs
and QPE parameters are analyzed for typhoon and meiyu-baiu front rainfall. In Sections 4 and 5,
the results are analyzed, discussed and summarized.

2. Data and Methods

2.1. Instrumentation and Datasets

In this study, rainfall and disdrometer data (http://hydro.iis.u-tokyo.ac.jp/MRR/) were collected
in Tokyo, Japan (139.68◦ E, 35.65◦ N). The geographic location of the Tokyo site is shown in Figure 1.
In this study, a JWD RD-80 [26], a vertically pointing, frequency-modulated, continuous-wave Doppler
radar MRR [21] and a tipping bucket rain gauge (RG) were operated on the roof of the Oki-Kanae
Laboratory of the Institute of Industrial Science, University of Tokyo. The data covered the summer
periods (June–August) of 2005–2009.

The JWD sensor, a widely used ground-based disdrometer, transforms the mechanical momentum
of an impacting raindrop into an electrical pulse. The amplitude of the pulse is roughly proportional
to the mechanical momentum of the raindrop. From this voltage pulse, the RSD can be inferred.

http://hydro.iis.u-tokyo.ac.jp/MRR/
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The sampling uncertainty in the rainfall measurement by a JWD is approximately 10–20% [27]. MRR can
provide vertical profiles of RSDs of up to 6 km from the measured Doppler reflectivity spectra based
on the relationship between the terminal fall velocity and rain drop size [21,28]. Descriptions of both
MRR and JWD (RD-80) and their configurations for the datasets used in this study are provided in
Table 1. A more detailed description and working principle regarding the JWD and MRR can be found
in other studies [21,26,28,29]. The detailed RSD parameter processing, i.e., the mass-weight mean
diameter Dm (mm) and the normalized intercept parameter Nw (m−3 mm−1) for both JWD and MRR,
can also be found in the Appendix A.Atmosphere 2019, 10, x FOR PEER REVIEW 3 of 18 
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Figure 1. Location of Tokyo (raindrop size distribution (RSD) measured site), location of Tateno
(radiosonde sounding station) and tropical cyclone (TC) paths (gray filled circles denote typhoons,
and white open circles denote tropical storms; the sea pressure level and wind speed of the nearest TC
center to Tokyo were marked in “1”–“4” and listed in the legend).

Table 1. Characteristics of the micro rain radar (MRR) and Joss-Waldvogel disdrometer (JWD) used in
this study.

MRR Value/Description

Frequency 24.1 GHz
Power 50 mW

Operation mode FM-CW
Beam width 2◦

Antenna type Offset parabolic
Height resolution 200 m

Number of range gates 30
Temporal resolution 1 min

Raindrop range 0.25–5.03 mm
Raindrop size bin 46

JWD Value/Description

Temporal resolution 1 min
Raindrop range 0.3–5.3 mm

Raindrop size bin 20

In the estimation of raindrop size, both the JWD and MRR algorithms assume that the raindrops
are falling at terminal velocity in still air [21,29], so the JWD and MRR miscalculate the raindrops
of certain diameters under heavy rain rates associated with winds [21,29,30]. In addition, the JWD
underestimates small drops because of the inherent dead time of the sensor due to mechanical system
ringing after a large drop impact [4], while MRR measurements also suffer impacts from turbulence,
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vertical wind and microwave attenuation during heavy rain [21,28,30]. Tridon et al. [30] noted that
strong vertical wind corrupts the MRR retrievals through reflectivity spectrum aliasing and presented
a method to correct this problem for vertical wind greater than ~3 m/s. It is difficult to overcome these
impacts on RSD measurements from JWD and MRR, so we still used their operation algorithm in this
study. To assess the reliability of the JWD and MRR, the 1 h JWD and MRR rainfall measurements were
compared with the RG measurements (Figure 2). The JWD on the ground shows a higher correlation
(0.98 versus 0.92) and has a slope closer to 1 (0.95 versus 0.82) than the MRR at 600 m. Note that the two
lowest range gates are usually omitted from analysis, as they are impacted by near-field effects [21].
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Figure 2. Scatterplots of the 1 h rainfall measured by (a) the rain gauge (RG) and the MRR and (b) the
RG and the JWD (RD80) during the summers (June–August) of 2005–2009.

2.2. Classification of Rainfall Types

Tokyo represents humid subtropical climate conditions. The mean annual precipitation is
1528.8 mm (1981–2010), as calculated by the Japan Meteorological Agency (JMA) (http://www.data.
jma.go.jp/obd/stats/data/en/normal/normal.html). Two types of synoptic-scale systems, i.e., tropical
cyclones (four events) and the meiyu-baiu front (10 events), and one type of mesoscale system, i.e., local
storms (two events), that brought rainfall to Tokyo during the summers of 2005–2009 were selected based
on the official track data of tropical cyclones (http://www.data.jma.go.jp/fcd/yoho/typhoon/index.html)
and the weather map (http://www.data.jma.go.jp/fcd/yoho/hibiten/index.html). These systems are
listed in Table 2. Most meiyu-baiu fronts impacted Tokyo in June and July, depending on the East
Asian monsoon, while tropical cyclones mostly passed Tokyo in July and August. Tropical storms
were defined as tropical cyclones with a 10 min maximum sustained wind speed (MSW) of >18 m/s
according to the JMA, and typhoons were defined as tropical cyclones with an MSW of >33 m/s.

Table 2. The Z–R (radar reflectivity–rain rate) relationship (Z = ARb) coefficient (A) and power (b) and
the rainfall for three types of rain events in Tokyo during the summers (June–August) of 2005–2009.

Type Ty-ID 1 Period
(YYYY/MM/DD)

A
MRR

b
MRR

A
JWD

b
JWD

RG Rainfall
(mm)

MRR Rainfall
(mm)

JWD Rainfall
(mm)

Tropical
cyclone

S-7 2005/07/25–26 119 1.12 154 1.25 94.1 64.3 91.5
S-7 2006/08/08–09 281 1.21 295 1.37 62.5 55.7 62.7
S-4 2007/07/14–15 176 1.31 191 1.32 106.9 75.7 94.5

T-11 2005/08/25–26 189 1.21 236 1.38 87.0 95.1 82.0

Meiyu-baiu
front

- 2005/06/21–23 284 1.24 258 1.36 27.2 21.7 20.3
- 2005/07/03–06 179 1.34 179 1.38 61.8 48.0 63.5
- 2006/06/17–19 159 1.24 162 1.25 24.8 15.9 25.0
- 2006/07/17–25 284 1.14 262 1.21 41.9 32.8 41.2
- 2007/07/10–12 206 1.16 227 1.21 26.9 24.8 23.5
- 2008/06/11–13 303 1.32 299 1.38 27.4 25.0 27.5
- 2008/06/20–23 205 1.36 195 1.40 56.4 34.8 52.7
- 2008/06/28–30 200 1.28 188 1.29 42.2 30.1 38.5
- 2009/06/23–25 309 1.23 276 1.32 27.9 23.8 26.6
- 2009/06/28–30 260 1.42 250 1.5 27.2 24.2 26.9

Local storm
- 2007/08/01–02 114 1.22 133 1.41 12.7 12.1 10.6
- 2008/08/10–11 219 1.20 235 1.40 10.0 10.0 10.2

1 Ty: “S” denotes tropical storm, “T” denotes typhoon and “ID” denotes the ID of the tropical cyclone assigned by
the JMA.

http://www.data.jma.go.jp/obd/stats/data/en/normal/normal.html
http://www.data.jma.go.jp/obd/stats/data/en/normal/normal.html
http://www.data.jma.go.jp/fcd/yoho/typhoon/index.html
http://www.data.jma.go.jp/fcd/yoho/hibiten/index.html
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2.3. Other Data

The precipitation radar (PR) onboard the Tropical Rainfall Measuring Mission (TRMM) has a
13.8 GHz frequency (2.2 cm wavelength), a field-of-view diameter of approximately 5.0 km at nadir and
a 0.25 km range resolution [31,32]. TRMM 2A25 products (version 7) used PR reflectivity measurements
(https://disc.gsfc.nasa.gov/datasets/TRMM_2A25_V7/summary) to retrieve the rain profiles from 0
to 20 km [31–33]. The profile of attenuation-corrected PR reflectivity and rain rate, together with
the surface rain rate of TRMM 2A25 products along the TRMM tracks, were used in this study to
characterize the 3D rainfall distribution of the three rain types listed in Table 2. Note that only
one TRMM scan passes over Tokyo per day. In addition, the radiosonde sounding measurements
(http://www.esrl.noaa.gov/raobs) at Tateno (Figure 1) were used to detect the 0 ◦C isotherm level heights.

3. Results

3.1. Overview of the Three Rain Types

The four selected tropical cyclones had similar tracks, with northeastward movement along the
southern coast of Japan (Figure 1). Their intensity all decrease as they approach Tokyo. Those tropical
cyclone centers were located south of Tokyo, with two landfalls with IDs 2005-7 and 2005-11 (Figure 1).
The nearest tropical cyclone center to the measurement site was ~30 km for typhoon 2005-11, with the
lowest sea pressure level and maximal wind speed among the four tropical cyclones (Figure 1). These
cyclones produced rainfall amounts of between 62.5 and 106.9 mm in Tokyo, as measured by the
RG over the two days (Table 2). The ten meiyu-baiu fronts were also located mostly south of Tokyo
and produced rainfall amounts of between 24.8 and 61.8 mm in Tokyo, as measured by RG, and the
duration varied from 3 to 9 days (Table 2). The two local rainstorms were located on the west side
or bottom of the surface high pressure, with rainfall amounts in Tokyo varying from 10 to 12.1 mm
(Table 2). Similar to the 1 h observation comparison in Section 2.1, the slope between the JWD and RG
data was higher than that between the MRR and RG data (Table 2). The rainfall during each event
measured by the MRR was lower than that by the RG except for typhoon 2005-11, which had a larger
aliasing error in the rain rate due to strong vertical winds (Table 2).

Figure 3 presents the time–height cross sections of reflectivity from the MRR of 0.2 to 6 km for
the three rainfall types. The tropical cyclone has a higher bright band (0 ◦C isotherm level) up to
~4.6 km than the meiyu-baiu front (~4.1 km), which is mainly caused by their different occurrence
times in the latter and early summer, respectively (Figure 3). The well-defined bright bands existed in
the two rain types, meaning that most of the rainfall from the tropical cyclones and the meiyu-baiu
fronts is characterized by some stratiform structure and deep cold cloud precipitation (Figure 3a,b).
The mixed convective stratiform structure, as a few convective cells, was also found in the two rain
types (Figure 3a,b). However, the local rainstorms with near-surface high pressure were convective
and had more shallow warm cloud precipitation with the reflectivity of RSD > 25 dBZ up to 3 km
(Figure 3c). In addition, the rainfall from the tropical cyclone occurred mostly before the typhoon
center and the lowest pressure passed (Figure 3a).

The horizontal rainfall distributions of the three rainfall types based on the PR of TRMM are
shown in Figure 4. The spiral rain bands, in which convection and precipitation outside the eyewall
of a tropical cyclone is organized into spirally banded structures, are more clearly visible for tropical
cyclones 2006-7 and 2005-11 (Figure 4b,d) than for the other two tropical cyclones (Figure 4a,c).
From the TRMM overpass observation, tropical cyclone 2005-11 produced the greatest rainfall in the
Tokyo area, a finding that differs from the RG observations, indicating that low-frequency, space-borne
radar scanning cannot capture the detailed rainfall structure of fast-developing precipitation systems.
Frontal rainfall structure can also be found in the meiyu-baiu front (Figure 4e). The precipitating clouds
of the local storms were smaller than those of the tropical cyclones and the meiyu-baiu front (Figure 4f).

https://disc.gsfc.nasa.gov/datasets/TRMM_2A25_V7/summary
http://www.esrl.noaa.gov/raobs
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Figure 4. The surface rain rate of four tropical cyclones (TC) (a–d), one meiyu-baiu front (MF) (e) and
one local storm (LS) (f) observed by 2A25 data of the precipitation radar (PR) on the Tropical Rainfall
Measuring Mission (TRMM) satellite. The “X” denotes the location of Tokyo.

3.2. Vertical Profiles of Mean Rain Parameters

The mean rain rate (R) and radar reflectivity (Z) profiles from 0.6 to 4.0 km for the tropical cyclones,
the meiyu-baiu front and the local storms based on the MRR are shown in Figure 5a,b, with rain rates
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at 600 m of >2 mm/h. The R of the tropical cyclones and the local storms showed negative gradients,
while that of the meiyu-baiu fronts showed a positive gradient (Figure 5a). The Z presented nearly
negative gradients for these three rain types (Figure 5b). At low-level heights below 1.8 km, the R
and Z generally decreased in the following order: local storm > tropical cyclone > meiyu-baiu front
(Figure 5a,b).Atmosphere 2019, 10, x FOR PEER REVIEW 8 of 18 
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Figure 5. The vertical profiles of the mean rain parameters (R and Z) for the three rain types based on
MRR data with a rain rate at 600 m of >2 mm/h (a,b) and TRMM (2A25) PR data with a surface rain
rate of >2 mm/h for the area 33–37◦ N and 137–142◦ E (c,d). TRMM overpasses over Tokyo were used
to calculate the tropical cyclones (20050726, 20060809, 20070714 and 20050825), the meiyu-baiu front
(20050621, 20050622, 20050703, 20050705, 20060618, 20060717, 20060718, 20070710, 20070711, 20080611,
20080620, 20080621, 20080622, 20080629, 20090623 and 20090629) and local storms (20080811), with a
date format of yyyymmdd.

The mean R and Z profiles can also be obtained from the PR of TRMM, but only one overpass
over the Tokyo area is available per day. Here, the mean R and Z profiles were calculated based on a
surface rain rate of >2 mm/h within 33–37◦ N and 137–142◦ E to understand the rainfall microphysics
characteristics of the three rain types (Figure 5c,d). The R and Z were independent of height, with R
and Z values of approximately 6 mm/h and 35 dBZ, respectively. The TRMM and MRR measurements
of R were comparable, whereas the TRMM measurement of Z was higher than the MRR measurements
(~30 dBZ). The R and Z values of the local storms were larger than those of the other two types
between 1.5 and 2.5 km, similar to the MRR measurements. The difference between the MRR and
TRMM for these rain types could be caused by differences in the sample data used in this study and in
the associated measurement principles. The mean R measured by TRMM below 1.5 km may not be
real, as it decreased as height decreased. Note that the MRR observations are from bottom up, while
the PR aboard the TRMM satellite is from the top down. The R measured by TRMM at low-level
heights was underestimated because it suffered a greater impact of rainfall attenuation under heavy
rainfall conditions.

3.3. Distributions of Dm and Nw

Figure 6a shows the scatterplot of Dm versus log10Nw for rainfall from tropical cyclones, the
meiyu-baiu fronts and local storms based on the JWD data. The two gray rectangles were the maritime
and continental convective clusters reported by Bringi et al. [34]. The tropical cyclone rain data in
the Dm–log10Nw scatterplot generally plotted in the maritime-like field defined by Bringi et al. [34]
more than in the continental field, while the opposite pattern was true for the meiyu-baiu front and
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local storms (Figure 6a). This result indicated that the convective rain associated with the tropical
cyclone had a maritime nature, while that associated with the meiyu-baiu front and local storms had a
continental nature. In addition, both convective and stratiform rain existed for the three rain types,
as no remarkable difference was observed in the drop number on the two sides of the dashed line
(Figure 6a). The tropical cyclone rainfall had a relatively higher concentration of raindrops and a larger
average raindrop diameter than the meiyu-baiu front rainfall, while the tropical cyclone rainfall had a
higher concentration of raindrops but a smaller average raindrop diameter than the local storm rainfall
(Table 3).Atmosphere 2019, 10, x FOR PEER REVIEW 9 of 18 
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Figure 6. Scatterplot of Dm versus log10Nw for (a) all three rain types and for different rainfall rates
in (b) tropical cyclones, (c) meiyu-baiu fronts and (d) local storms based on JWD data. The two gray
rectangles correspond to the maritime and continental convective fields reported by Bringi et al. [34].
The dashed line is that of Bringi et al. [34], which distinguishes stratiform rain from convective rain.

Table 3. Mean Dm and log10Nw over different regions.

Region Studies Type/period Dm (mm) log10Nw (mm−1 m−3)

Tokyo, Japan JWD—This study Tropical cyclone 1.25 ± 0.36 * 1 3.74 ± 0.47 ** 1

JWD—This study Meiyu-baiu front 1.15 ± 0.30 * 3.59 ± 0.48
JWD—This study Local storm 1.31 ± 0.48 * 3.59 ± 0.55
JWD—This study Summer 2005–2009 1.15 ± 0.36 3.59 ± 0.59

East China Chen et al. [11] Meiyu season 1.66 3.42
Wen et al. [35] Meiyu season 1.18–1.28 3.68–3.99
Wen et al. [19] Summer 1.15 4.09
Wen et al. [9] Tropical cyclone 1.13 ± 0.24 -

Eastern USA Tokay et al. [4] Tropical cyclone 1.67 ± 0.30 -
1 * denotes the X and Y (TC-MF, TC-LS and MF-LS) have significantly different means according to a t-test, while **
denotes the X and Y (TC-MF and TC-LS) have significantly different means.
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The values of Nw ranged logarithmically from 2 to 5.2, while Dm ranged from 0.3 to 2.3 mm during
a low rain rate of R < 5 mm/h (Figure 6b–d). Under the conditions of R < 5 mm/h, the maximal log10Nw

of the local storm was 4.7, while those of the tropical cyclone and meiyu-baiu front were 5 and 5.2,
respectively. The distribution patterns of log10Nw–Dm for the tropical cyclone and meiyu-baiu front
were similar in the categories of R < 5 mm/h and 5 mm/h ≤ R < 10 mm/h. The numbers of tropical
cyclone rainfall events in the 10 mm/h ≤ R < 30 mm/h and R > 30 mm/h categories were greater than
those of the meiyu-baiu front and local storms (Figure 6b–d). Notably, the rain rate of 5 mm/h could
be used as one of the criteria to distinguish convective and stratiform rain, similar to the research of
Chen et al. [11], as the results of the stratiform rain cluster were nearly R < 5 mm/h and distributed
below the dashed line in Figure 6 [34], as found by Chen et al. [11].

Figure 7 presents a scatterplot of Dm–R and fitted power law relationships with the three rain types
to study the variability in the Dm with rain types and R. The positive exponents in the relationships of
Dm–R suggested that the Dm values increased with the rain intensity, possibly due to more efficient
coalescence mechanisms [11,12]. Notably, at high R, Dm remained at a constant value due to the RSDs
reaching an equilibrium state where coalescence and breakup of raindrops were nearly in balance [36].
The local storms had the largest exponent values of the Dm–R relationship among the three rain types.
Hence, for a given rain rate, the rain from a local storm had higher Dm values than the tropical cyclone
and meiyu-baiu front events.Atmosphere 2019, 10, x FOR PEER REVIEW 10 of 18 
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3.4. Composite Raindrop Spectra

Figure 8 shows the percentage contribution of various diameter raindrops to R and total number
concentration (Nt) for tropical cyclones, meiyu-baiu fronts and local storms based on the JWD data.
The contributions to R and Nt by drop size were similar for the three rain types, while their proportions
varied. The contribution to Nt decreased with the growth of the drop size, while that to R increased
and then decreased. The midsize raindrop bins (1 mm ≤ D < 2 mm) contributed the most to the
rain rate, while the small raindrop bins (D < 1 mm) contributed the most to the number concentration
for the three rain types. Among the three rain types, the rain associated with the meiyu-baiu front
had the maximal number of small drops, while that associated with the tropical cyclone had the
maximal number of midsize drops. Similar results could be found for the contribution to the rain rate.
In other words, the RSDs of the tropical cyclones were more similar to the local storms than those
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of the meiyu-baiu front. In addition, the small and midsize drops contributed more than 99% of the
concentration of raindrops, indicating that the small and midsize drops jointly dominate the summer
rainfall in Tokyo. Note that large drops (D > 2 mm) contributed 7–9% of rain rates, especially for the
tropical cyclones and local storms, implying the importance of large drops for these two rain types.
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concentration) for the three rain types based on JWD data.

To investigate the overall RSD characteristics of the three rain types and the measured difference
due to different equipment, Figure 9a presents the composite drop size spectra for the three rain types
obtained by averaging all the instant size spectra for each subset by the MRR and JWD. The largest,
middle and smallest RSDs corresponded to local storms, tropical cyclones and the meiyu-baiu front,
respectively, for both the MRR and the JWD, suggesting that the number of large and midsize
raindrops is greater in local storms and tropical cyclones than in meiyu-baiu front events. Smaller RSD
measurements from the MRR than those from the JWD were also found in Figure 9a, with more RSD
variations in the local storms and tropical cyclones than those in the meiyu-baiu front, indicating that
the MRR measurements suffered less impact from vertical wind during the meiyu-baiu front.
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Figure 9. The composite raindrop spectra for (a) three rain types based on MRR and JWD (RD80) data,
(b) the rainfall at 40 dBZ for three tropical storms (TS) and one typhoon (TY) based on JWD data and
(c) three raining stages of a typhoon event (2005-11) based on JWD data. S1: Stage 1; S2: Stage 2; S3:
Stage 3.

Considering the 40 dBZ radar reflectivity, including the physical characteristics of convective
rain [4], we grouped together JWD-based RSD with radar reflectivity between 39 and 41 dBZ
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(approximately 40 dBZ) for each tropical cyclone following Tokay et al. [4], as shown in Figure 9b.
In comparison to a typhoon event (2005-11), the RSD of two tropical storms (2005-7 and 2007-4) had a
higher concentration at D < 2.4 mm for midsize drops and a lower concentration at D ≥ 2.4 mm for
large drops. However, the pattern differed for the tropical storm 2006-7. Notably, the tropical cyclone
2006-7 was initially a typhoon and weakened to a tropical storm when it reached the outskirts of Tokyo
(Figure 1), thus indicating that the RSD of convective rain was partly related to the intensity of the
tropical cyclone. The RSD variation in Atlantic hurricanes and tropical storms in the 40 dBZ composite
raindrop spectra also showed no strict dependence on the intensity of the tropical cyclone according
to Tokay et al. [4], which is similar to our results. In addition, Wen et al. [9] noted that the variation
in large drop sizes could be attributed to insufficient raindrop samples. Therefore, the variation in
RSD could be related to the different stages when the tropical cyclone passed and the insufficiency of
raindrop samples used [9].

As mentioned above, the RSD of tropical cyclones varied with their temporal evolution; herein,
the typhoon event (2005-11) was investigated in three stages as it passed Tokyo (Figure 3a) to determine
the RSD temporal variability in this tropical cyclone. Both stages 1 and 2 were associated with the
eyewall before tropical cyclone landfall and exhibited intermittent and continuous rainfall, respectively
(Figure 3a). Stage 3 was associated with the eye and eyewall after tropical cyclone landfall (Figure 3a).
Note that the classification of these three stages is only based on microphysical variations. Figure 9c
presents the JWD-based RSD for the three stages. The RSDs of Stage 1 (S1) and Stage 2 (S2) were highly
coincident, while the RSD of Stage 3 (S3) was obviously different from those of S1 and S2, with higher
concentrations of midsize and large drops in S1 and S2 than in S3(Figure 9c). The RSDs of S1 and
S2 were also similar to the composite JWD-based RSD for the four tropical cyclones, especially for
midsize- and large-raindrop RSDs (Figure 9a,c), indicating that the microphysical characteristics of
rainfall during the entire tropical cyclone were mostly dominated by those of the eyewall.

3.5. Z–R Relationship

The parameters A and b of the radar rainfall estimation algorithm Z = ARb for these three rain
types were different mainly due to their different RSDs. The principles of different disdrometers also
introduced variance in the Z = ARb relationship [35,37]. Hence, we examined the degree of variation
in the radar rainfall estimation parameters impacted by different rain types and equipment (Table 4).
The JWD measurements had larger values of A and b than the MRR measurements, except for A in the
meiyu-baiu front; for example, the relationship for the tropical cyclone was Z = 189 R1.38 from the JWD
measurement and Z = 186 R1.2 from the MRR measurement. The variation between the disdrometer
and the MRR measurements was similar to the results of Wen et al. [35] and Jash et al. [37]. The JWD
observed higher concentrations of midsize and larger drops than the MRR (Figure 9). Because the
reflectivity depends on the sixth power of the drop diameter, it is reflected very strongly in the value of
the power (b = 1.35~1.38 for JWD, b = 1.14~1.23 for MRR) of the Z–R relationship [37].

The coefficient A indicates the size of the drops, and the power b indicates the microphysical
processes [8]. For example, a larger A means larger drops, while a larger b (b > 1) means a size or
mixed controlled process (collision and coalescence) and b ~ 1 indicates a number-controlled process
(collision, coalescence and breakup) that produces an equilibrium RSD [8,38]. The power values (b)
of the ground Z–R relationship (approximately 1.37) for the three rain types by JWD represent the
RSD spectra that evolved through mixed controlled processes (Table 4). In addition, the larger b for
the tropical cyclone and local storm (1.38 and 1.37, respectively) than for the meiyu-baiu front (1.35)
based on the JWD data (Table 4) may be related to the abundant content of large drops in the tropical
cyclones and local storms [39].
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Table 4. Z–R relationship (Z = ARb) coefficient (A) and power (b) in different regions.

Region Studies RSD
Equipment Type/Period A b

Tokyo, Japan This study MRR Tropical cyclone 186 1.20
This study MRR Meiyu-baiu front 243 1.23
This study MRR Local storm 199 1.14
This study JWD Tropical cyclone 189 1.38
This study JWD Meiyu-baiu front 214 1.35
This study JWD Local storm 221 1.37
This study JWD Summer 2005–2009 212 1.33

East China Chen et al. [7] PARSIVEL 1 Tropical cyclone 235 1.30
Chen et al. [7] PARSIVEL Eyewall of tropical cyclone 308 1.32

Chen et al. [11] PARSIVEL Meiyu convective 368 1.21
Wen et al. [35] 2DVD 2 Meiyu season 209 1.39
Wen et al. [9] 2DVD Tropical cyclone 147 1.38

Wen et al. [19] 2DVD Summer 2014–2015 232 1.34

Taiwan, China Chang et al. [5] 2DVD Tropical cyclone 207 1.45
Seela et al. [18] JWD Summer 2003–2007 283 1.35

India Radhakrishna and
Narayana Rao [6] JWD Southwest monsoon 275 1.39

Australia Deo and Walsh [8] JWD Tropical cyclone 234 1.30
1 PARSIVEL: Particle size and velocity disdrometer; 2 2DVD: Two-dimensional video disdrometer.

Figure 10 presents the vertical distributions of coefficient A and power b of the Z–R relationship for
the tropical cyclone, meiyu-baiu front and local storm based on MRR data. The value of A decreased
from 186 to 109 (243~96 and 199~104, respectively) with increasing height (i.e., 0.6 km and 4.0 km,
respectively), and simultaneously, the value of b decreased from 1.20 to 0.80 (1.23~0.79 and 1.14~0.72,
respectively) at the same heights for the tropical cyclones (the meiyu-baiu front and local storms). The
vertical variation in b for both the tropical cyclones and meiyu-baiu front was very similar.
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The vertical variability in the Z–R relationship has been reported in Australia [40], USA [23],
China [20] and Indonesia [41]. For convective rainfall, the value of A decreased with increasing height,
and the value of b increased in the studies [23,40], while the value of b decreased from 0.5 to 2.0 km
in the study [41]. For stratiform rainfall, the vertical variability in the Z–R relationship was small,
including A and b below the bright band [20,40]. Considering the more convective characteristics of
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the three rain types in this study, our result was similar to the study of Marzuki et al. [41], but different
from other studies, suggesting that considerable variations in the Z–R relationship exist worldwide.

The Z–R relationships of the three stages (Figure 3a) of the typhoon event (2005-11) were calculated
to obtain their temporal variability (Table 5). The value of coefficient (A) varied from 131 to 275, and the
value of power b varied from 1.29 to 1.39 (Table 5). The Z–R relationships of S1 and S2 were similar to
that of the entire event (Z = 236 R1.38, Table 2). In addition, the mean Z and R of S3 were smaller than
those of S1 and S2 (Table 5). Note that the temporal variability of the Z–R relationship can cause error
in radar-based QPE.

Table 5. Mean Z, mean R and Z–R relationship (Z = ARb) for the three raining stages of the typhoon
event (2005-11).

Stage Z (dBZ) R (mm/h) A b

S1 35.4 6.0 233 1.29
S2 35.3 5.6 275 1.39
S3 23.2 1.1 131 1.35

4. Discussion

The results provided detailed RSD features and Z–R relationships for two synoptic systems
(typhoon and meiyu-baiu front) and one local rainstorm in Tokyo. Considering that the RSD
characteristics and Z–R relationship were dependent on the climate region and rain types, as well
as the impact from the instrumentation limitations, we discuss the factors below. Tables 3 and 4 list
the comparison of RSD features and Z–R relationships for the tropical cyclone and meiyu-baiu front
rainfall measurements in different climate regions and using different equipment. For rainfall from the
tropical cyclone, the mean Dm in Tokyo was 1.25 mm (Table 3), which is larger than that in East China
(1.13 mm) and lower than that in the Atlantic tropical cyclones (1.67 mm), indicating that there is a
small difference in RSDs between the Pacific tropical cyclones, while a larger difference in RSDs exists
between the Pacific tropical cyclones and Atlantic tropical cyclones. The Z–R relationship for Pacific
tropical cyclones in Tokyo was Z = 189 R1.38 based on the JWD data, while the value of A varied from
147 to 308 in East China, with b varying from 1.3 to 1.45. The Z–R relationships for the eyewalls of
typhoons making landfall in East China and Tokyo corresponded to the equations Z = 308R1.32 and
Z = 275R1.39, respectively. If the scope is broadened to outside of East Asia, the Z–R relationships
Z = 275R1.39 and Z = 234R1.30 were found for Indian and Australian cyclones, respectively (Table 4).
The variation in the power of b (mostly from 1.3~1.4) was relatively small in the tropical cyclones.
Different topographic effects (such as landfall, distance from the tropical cyclone center, water vapor,
local anthropogenic aerosol effects and entrainment of cold air) could play an important role in the
microphysical processes formed by RSD [4,5,8,9,18,42].

For rainfall on the east side of the meiyu-baiu front, the mean Dm and log10Nw in Tokyo were
1.15 mm and 3.59 mm−1 m−3, respectively, while those on the west side in East China were 1.18~1.66 mm
and 3.42~3.99 mm−1 m−3, respectively. These values indicate that small raindrops fell in Tokyo and that
a considerable number of raindrops fell in both areas. The Z–R relationships of the meiyu-baiu front in
Tokyo and East China were Z = 214 R1.35 and Z = 209 R1.39 (Z = 368 R1.21), respectively. The variations
in RSDs and the Z–R relationship on both sides of the meiyu-baiu front could be caused by differences
in moisture, storm height and convective available potential energy [18,19]. In addition, the variations
could be caused by the differences in the datasets used, where the meiyu-baiu fronts in our study were
selected from a weather map, while other studies [11,12] used meiyu seasonal data.

For summer rainfall, raindrops of similar sizes but in lower abundance were found in Tokyo
(1.15 mm and 3.59 mm−1 m−3) compared to East China (1.15 mm and 4.09 mm−1 m−3). The Z–R
relationships of the summer rainfall in Tokyo, East China and Taiwan [18,19] were Z = 212 R1.33,
Z = 232 R1.34 and Z = 283 R1.35, respectively, with the value of b varying only from 1.33 to 1.35. Small
variations in the Z–R relationship in this area suggest that the same climate region and the same
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rainfall synoptic systems (e.g., typhoon and meiyu-baiu front) lead to similar RSDs, although their
observational periods are different. However, the Z–R relationships were different from Z = 300 R1.4,
which is widely adopted in operational weather radar rainfall estimations [43], and some biases in
QPEs could be produced if Z = 300 R1.4 was used in the summer for East Asia. Notably, this similar Z–R
relationship was found based on the large seasonal or climatological dataset. From the event-by-event
perspective, a larger difference in the Z–R relationship still existed (Table 2).

To evaluate the rainfall estimated with local and operational Z–R relationships, the standard
deviation (SD) for the rain rate Rc was calculated using the reflectivity with the Z–R relationship and Ro

rainfall observed by the JWD within 1 min, which is defined as SD =
[

1
k
∑
(Ro −Rc)

2
]1/2

. Compared
with the operational relationship Z = 300 R1.4, if we used the Z–R relationship observed in this study in
Tokyo for the typhoon, meiyu-baiu front and all summer data, the SD would decrease from 5.50 mm/h,
2.24 mm/h and 4.10 mm/h to 2.34 mm/h, 1.32 mm/h and 4.06 mm/h, respectively.

The measurement height and retrieval method applied for the disdrometers introduced
uncertainties into the results. A height of 600 m was used here for the MRR, whereas a height
of 200 m was used in other studies [35], and when compared with the ground rainfall and RSD,
this mismatch may produce some uncertainty [23]. Additionally, some uncertainties originate from
the retrieval method based on the zero-wind assumption in convective rain due to the aliasing
effect, especially for MRR. Therefore, JWD observations were mostly used when we compared these
observations with other disdrometer observations over different areas, and the MRR observations were
used to understand the vertical RSD profile.

5. Conclusions

In this paper, the vertical structures of RSD features and QPE parameters of two main synoptic
systems, typhoons and meiyu-baiu fronts impacting Tokyo, are reported based on five-year summer
observations with a ground-based impact disdrometer (JWD) and a vertically pointing radar (MRR).
The observed results in Tokyo are useful for understanding the RSD features of typhoons impacting
the midlatitude Japan Islands and the east side of the meiyu-baiu front over East Asia. The primary
findings can be summarized as follows:

(1) Four tropical cyclones and 10 meiyu-baiu front events that impacted Tokyo were selected and
had well-defined bright bands, with higher bright bands (~4.6 km) in the tropical cyclones than in the
meiyu-baiu fronts (~4.1 km), and both rainfall events were characterized by some stratiform structures
and deep cold cloud precipitation.

(2) The convective rain of the tropical cyclones had a maritime nature, while that of the meiyu-baiu
front was continental in nature. The RSDs of the tropical cyclone rain had a relatively higher number
concentration (log10Nw: 3.74 vs. 3.59) and a larger average diameter (Dm: 1.25 vs. 1.15) than those of
the meiyu-baiu front rain.

(3) The rain associated with the meiyu-baiu front had a large number of small drops, while that
associated with the tropical cyclone had a large number of midsize drops. The contribution of larger
drops (D > 2 mm) to rain rates in the tropical cyclone (7–9%) was larger than that in the meiyu-baiu
front. A greater number of larger drops were found in the 40 dBZ composite raindrop spectra of the
typhoon (or ex-typhoon) than in that of the tropical storm, and this difference is partly related to the
intensity of the tropical cyclone.

(4) The Z–R relationships based on the JWD data for tropical cyclones, the meiyu-baiu front
and total summer rainfall in Tokyo were Z = 189 R1.38, Z = 214 R1.35 and Z = 212 R1.33, respectively.
The value of b based on JWD data is larger than that of the MRR data. The value of A and b decreased
with increasing height (0.6–4.0 km). The variation in the Z–R relationship in summer in East Asia
based on this study and the research of [18,19], is small, especially for the b values, which vary only
from 1.33 to 1.35.

(5) When the Z–R relationships obtained in this study were used to replace the operational
relationship Z = 300 R1.4, the SD was reduced from 5.50 mm/h (2.34 mm/h) to 2.34 mm/h (1.32 mm/h)
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for the typhoon (meiyu-baiu front) rainfall, although the SD showed minor variations for all
summer rainfall.

Although some interesting findings for researchers of weather radar and cloud physics have
been obtained based on the RSD features and Z–R relationships for typhoons and meiyu-baiu fronts
impacting Tokyo, the results are still not well addressed due to the limited number of data samples and
equipment limitations. The microphysical processes that result in the differences between typhoons
and meiyu-baiu fronts are worth further study.
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Appendix A

The RSD N(Di) (m−3 mm−1) obtained from the JWD is based on the following equation [6]:

N(Di) =
∑

max
i=1

(
Di

ni

A× ∆t×V(Di) × ∆Di

)
(A1)

where ni is the number of raindrops measured in the size bin i, A (m2) is the sampling area (50 cm2),
∆t (s) is the sampling time (60 s), Di (mm) is the average diameter for the size bin i, ∆Di is the
corresponding diameter interval (mm) and V(Di) is the fall velocity of a drop using the relation
V(Di) = 9.65− 10.3 exp(−6Di) [44].

The RSD N(D, h) (m−3 mm−1) measured by the MRR can be derived from the equation with the
Doppler spectra [21]:

N(D, h)∆D =
η(D, h)
σ(D)

∆D (A2)

where η(D, h) is the spectral volume scattering cross section, η(ν, h) is derived via the derivative of
Equation (A5), D(v) uses the analytic fit from Atlas et al. [45] according to Gunn et al. [44], and σ(D) is
the single particle backscattering cross section calculated by the Mie theory.

η(D, h) = η(ν, h)
[
∂D(ν)

∂ν

]
(A3)

η(ν, h) =
CR

gn
h2l(h)pr(ν, h) (A4)

where CR is a constant that reflects radar parameters, gn is the normalized transfer function, l(h) is the
attenuation on the two-way propagation path and pr(ν, h) is the measured Doppler spectrum [21].

D(v) =
1

0.6
ln

10.3
9.65− v

(A5)

σ(D) =
π5

λ4

∣∣∣∣∣∣ m2
− 1

m2 + 2

∣∣∣∣∣∣D6 (A6)

where λ is the MRR wavelength, and m is the complex refraction index of water [28].

http://hydro.iis.u-tokyo.ac.jp/MRR/
http://www.data.jma.go.jp
https://disc.gsfc.nasa.gov
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From the RSD, drop diameter and terminal velocity, the total number concentration Nt (m−3), radar
reflectivity factor Z (mm6 m−3), rain rate R (mm h−1), liquid water content LWC (g m−3), the mass-weight
mean diameter Dm (mm) and the normalized intercept parameter Nw (m−3 mm−1) [34] are derived
using Equations (A7)–(A12).

Nt =
∑

max
i=1 N(Di)∆Di (A7)

Z =
∑

max
i=1 N(Di)D6

i ∆Di (A8)

R = 6π× 10−4
∑

max
i=1 V(Di)N(Di)D3

i ∆Di (A9)

LWC =
π× 10−4

6

∑
max
i=1 N(Di)D3

i ∆Di (A10)

Dm =

∑ max
i=1 N(Di)D4

i ∆Di∑max
i=1 N(Di)D3

i ∆Di
(A11)

Nw =
44

πρw

(
103LWC

D6
m

)
(A12)

where ρw is the water density (1 g cm−3).
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